The Board of Trustees of the Alamo Colleges extends their warmest congratulations to you, the Graduates of 2022-2023, and wish you much success in your future pursuits.
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Congratulations
Class of 2022-2023

The Alumni Association congratulates each graduate and extends a warm welcome to their new members – the Class of 2022-2023.

You are encouraged to stay involved at Northwest Vista College, so we can continue creating opportunities for your success.

To activate your Alumni Association membership, email NVC-Alumni@alamo.edu. Please respond with your preferred personal email address.

Gold cords indicate the following honors:

§ Summa Cum Laude 3.9-4.0
‡ Magna Cum Laude 3.75-3.89
† Cum Laude 3.5-3.74

Participation with honors at commencement does not infer or imply that the student will be awarded with honors. Students must achieve an honors eligible GPA once final grades are posted in which the student is a candidate.
Students who are members of honors programs, societies, and associations are recognized by the wearing of honor cords, stoles, or medallions and are as follows:

Red, White, and Blue Cords Indicate Graduates who are members of our military and veteran community

Blue and Gold Stoles/Cords Indicate Graduates with Phi Theta Kappa Honors

Black and Platinum Stoles/Cords Indicate Graduates who have completed the National Society of Leadership and Success Honor Program

Gold Cords with blue and gold tassels indicate Graduates who are members of Psi Beta Honor Society

Blue Ribbons with Gold Medallions Indicate Graduates from the Student Leadership Institute Tier I Program

Blue and Golden Rod Striped Ribbons with Gold Medallions Indicate Graduates from the Student Leadership Institute Tier II Program

Student District Council – The delegates of the Student District Council (SDC), a district-wide representative council for the Student Governments of the colleges within the Alamo Colleges District, are the collective voice for the Alamo Colleges District student body. The SDC delegates are instrumental in leading and effecting positive change for all students. SDC delegates are represented by the blue and white stole.

Serape Stoles indicate Graduates of the Mexican-American Student Association (MASA)

Students with stoles representing their home flags are International Student Graduates (F-1 Visa) from the following counties: Columbia, England, Mexico, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Vietnam

Disclaimer: The listing of graduates in this program are by degrees. The appearance or absence of any name in the program does not constitute recognition or denial of completion of degree requirements nor the conferring of honors. Participation in a commencement ceremony does not imply or infer the awarding of a degree at the time of the commencement ceremony; a final degree audit must be completed before a degree is officially awarded. Northwest Vista College apologizes for any errors or omissions.
AGENDA

Posting of the Colors  Harlan High School ROTC
Prelude & Processional  Pomp and Circumstance
Star-Spangled Banner  Mallory Plummer
NVC Interim President Welcome  Debi Gaitan
Chancellor’s Remarks  Dr. Mike Flores
Board of Trustee  Chairman Roberto Zárate
Keynote  Andrea “Vocab” Sanderson
Presentation of Graduates  Dr. Daniel Powell
Reading of Names  Dr. Homer Guevara, Jr.
                  Dr. Yvette Uresti
                  David Casanova
Closing Remarks &  Debi Gaitan
Conferring of Degrees
Celebration  Mariachi Los Galleros

Honorary Degree Recipients:
Ann E. Helmke
Rosalyn Falcón Collier
Susan Ives

Grand Marshall
Adam Aguirre

Thank you to Alamo Colleges Interpreting Services representatives:
Shannon Zarb-Cousin and Bethany Walker
The following 2022-2023 Commencement participants have earned or will earn an Associate of Science, Associate of Arts in Teaching, Associate of Arts, Associate of Applied Science, or Certificate.

**Associate of Arts**
- Oscar Chong ‡
- Ava Marie Christensen ‡
- Abigail Lynch Clouse ‡
- Jose Gerardo Cleto
- Bryson John Coady ‡
- Abraham Antonio Contreras
- Dean Eric Copper
- Alyssa Faith Coronado-Hernandez ‡
- Gabriel Angel Corral
- Jan New Craig
- Martha S. Cruz
- Ivanna Curry
- Vanessa Ann Daniel ‡
- Joella Alberta Daniels
- Kaitlyn Lorie Vasquez De La Garza ‡
- Cruzito A. De La Serna
- Kalie Yvonne de Leon
- Joseph A. Delgado
- Zachary H.S. Dierkhising
- Anh Duy Dinh ‡
- Robert P. Dominguez ‡
- Johnathan R. S. Dyer
- Mark Benjamin Dziadul Jr
- Tyler Paul Enderlin
- Caitlyn Teresa-Adelita Esquivel
- Al'Mita Antionette Evans
- Matthew Ernon Felan
- Kristen Nicole Figueroa ‡
- Joseph Alexander Fite
- Vanessa Lee Flores
- Ana Paula Flores ‡
- Cecilia Christine Flores
- Andrea Skye Flores
- Leanda Flores
- Noemi Abigail Flores Martinez
- Mylene Forchion ‡
- Desiree A. Fuentes ‡
- Carlos Eleazar Gamez
- Faith Ileana Garcia ‡
- Brandon Garcia ‡
- Ivette Garcia
- Juan Roberto Garcia Jr.
- Destiny Gabrielle Garcia
- Julio Arnoldo Garcia
- Ashley Marie Garcia
- Karen Garcia
- Steven Rey Garcia ‡
- America Garcia-Mata
- Lauren Danielle Garza
- Krystle B. Gatica
- Alejandro Gill Jr. ‡
Maria Consuelo Hernandez
Salvador Herrera
Nicholas Alexander Hopkins †
Emily Huerta
Valerie Marie Huizar
Katelynn P. Hyer
Robin Allison Ibanez $
Alex Inclan ‡
Kevin Inclan
Abdallah Gabriel Iqab
Lauren Neely Jackson
Juan Carlos Jaimes Jr.
Alyssa B. Jasso
Adrian Gollayan Javier
Nicholas Alan Johnson §
Alliyah Denise Johnson †
Amber N. King $
Melanie Veronica Koroluk
Alyssa Delaney Krueger
Alexa N. Lara ‡
Elyssa J'Lynn Lara †
Kennedy Le †
Daniella C. Leal ‡
Marrissa Isis Leblanc
Allan R. Leija
Ronald Phillip Lemos Jr
Kiana Rose Levine †
Paige Michelle Lichlyter ‡
Candace D. Linguard
Jordan Link
Alexander S. Llanes
Cicily Cyera Logans §
David A. Lopez ‡
Gabrielle Angelica Lopez
Karly Beth Lopez
Legacy Lopez †
Francisco J. Lopez Jr
Najaira Lorenzo Samano
Elliott Corey Lozano ‡
Serigo Luera
Mercedes Alexis S. Luna
Agripina Manuela Luna
Alouette Alexandra Luna Luna †
Shawn R. Maki §
Sterling Hunter Malish
Ray A. Mancha ‡
Brian Alexis Marquina ‡
Daylin Dyan Marrs ‡
Justin Tate Marshall
Matthew Steven Marshall
Norma Sabine Martinez
Jazzmyn A. Martinez ‡
Mia Nicole Martinez
Mathew Martinez
Pilar Martinez Jr.
Amanique Martinez
Itzel A. Martinez Gaytan
Eliora Maruffo †
Ismayra McCants †
Jesse Riley McKinney
Michaeld Anthony McMullen
David S. McPeek
Christopher Medellin ‡
Joseph A. Medellin
Tony Medrano
Emily Claire Melendez
Victoria Rose Mendez †
Samantha Kay Mendez
Bailey Nicole Mendiola
Andrew A. Mendoza-Knecht
John S. Mesa ‡
Jaimie Emily Metcalf
Olivia C. Meza †
Travon Mobley
Vanessa Ann Mondragon
Edrik A. Monsivais
William Leo Montez
Jose Luis Morales Jr. ‡
Amber Muller
Daniela Munoz
Emily E. Murray
Kenneth J. Ng ‡
Tien Duong Nguyen
Kezia Mapaye Noche ‡
Abdulrahman Nsaif §
Temiloluwa O. Omatayo †
Emily Sara Ortega $
Emily Ortegon ‡
Steve Ortiz Jr
Isanelli Ortiz §
Destiny Michelle Palos
Rodolfo Palos
Gavin Pardo
Maria E. Paredes †
Jordy Wayne Parker ‡
Lana E. Payne
Maya Pedraza ‡
Ian Vincent Peifer
Martin Matthew Pena ‡
Michael Pena
Jayden Renee Pena
Bridgette Ann Perez
Madison Marie Perez §
Ashlyn Ascencion Perez $
Matthew Daniel Perez
Ryan A. Perry ‡
Madelynn Perry
Jordan Anthony Petersen
Chanelle Elaine Powell
Sarah Ann Preciado
Emma Brynn Radlet †
Guillermo Ramirez Jr.
M'Kayla Desideria Ramirez
Alyssa Renee Ramos
Kastille Noelle Raventos §
Joshua Gabriel Raygosa §
Aaron Razzo ‡
Karina De Jesus Reynozo
Timothy J. Riley
Trinidad Juanita Rivas
Courtney Johnson ‡
Rianna Nicole Lott †
Katelyn Madrigal †
Abigail Garcia Marquez ‡
Leslie Marquez
Jesse Alberto Martinez ‡
Nadia Martinez †
Lily A. Martinez
Amelia Matilde Mireles
Michael Anthony Montelano Jr §
Norma Jean Morales $
Maria Fernanda Morales Zuñiga $
Mariah Loren Moreno †
Crystal Ann Mosqueda †
Jessica Neri †
Audrey Nicole Olson
Adeline Michelle Ordonez
Alejandro Joseph Pena §
Kayla Polanco
Gabriela Elena Ramirez
Karla Ashaia Reyna
Brandice Marie Rodriguez †
Caroline Lucy Saed ‡
Alissa Salazar $
Kristin Eileen Seiffert ‡
Ashtin Nicole Soliz
Tess Teshawn Thomas-Rogers
Jessica Torres †
Diana Velazquez ‡
Marianna Villarreal
Mia Nicole Villegas
Lauren Alexis Von Allmen
Kimberly White
Erik Campos
Jesus Leonardo Canales
Danielle Kealani Cuevas
Lucinda Nicole Delgado †
Anahi E. Garay ‡
Maria Mercedes Garcia
Devyn Gracia
Sara Corina Marroquin
Tabitha Mascorro
Elizabeth Mac Mueller §
Aileen Cruz Ray
Yesenia Anahi Ruiz §
Lorena Aguilar
Mia Lauren Arguello
Clarissa Monique Barron ‡
Haley Bell †
Nidia Paulina Black §
Alexiss D. Bonilla ‡
Marina Denise Cabrera ‡
Leticia M. Cardenas †
Amanda Leann Dacy †
Janet Carroll Dimmick
Chinenye Adeline Echeozo $
Stephanie Marie Escobedo
Bianca Flores
Searra Nichole Flores
Valeria Galindo ‡
Anna-Alyse M. Garcia
Valerie Gomez
Rebecca A. Gonzalez
Rebecca Anaissis Gonzalez
Amber Itzel Gutierrez
Malerie L. Hernandez
Jennifer Ann Jones
Mia LaSalle §
Jennifer Lopez
Ciara Maldonado †
Isaiah Marcus Nunez
Lana Mohammed Omar ‡
Avriel Diziere Pacheco §
Sara Nicole Palacios †
Alyssa Perez
Nadine Rae Ragnes †
Cristina Ivonne Rodriguez ‡
Anaisa Mari Romero
Alyssa Janette Saldana ‡
Brianna L. Salinas
Destiny Sandoval ‡
Katie L. Sutherland
Jassymn Iyana Thomas
Diego Alfred Valenzuela
Katherine Leticia Vasquez
Leslie Guadalupe Gallardo $
The Alamo Colleges is comprised of Northwest Vista College, Palo Alto College, St. Philip’s College, San Antonio College, and Northeast Lakeview College.

The Alamo Colleges do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, gender, national origin, disability, veteran status, genetic information or sexual orientation with respect to access, employment programs, or services.